Rohan Arabians
Stallion Breeding Agreement
Stallion Agent

Mare Owner

Rohan, Inc.
3280 Olivia Pope Way
Efland, NC 27243
(919) 599-7658

Name:

_________________________________________

Address:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

On date: ______________________ Rohan Inc, as (Stallion Agent) agrees to sell a breeding to (Mare
Owner) as set forth in this contract.
STALLION:

MARE:

Name: Neo of Rohan

Name:

_____________________________________

Registration #: AHR 658503

Registration #:

_____________________________________

Owner Name:

_____________________________________

FEES:
BREEDING FEE
For a breeding fee of $1000, the Stallion Agent grants Mare Owner a breeding to STALLION and
booking for 20___ breeding season with the right to one LIVE FOAL (defined later) out of MARE.
The first 25% of the breeding fee is due with the signing of this agreement and is considered a nonrefundable booking fee.
COLLECTION AND SHIPPING
A collection and shipping fee of $400 per (regular, overnight) shipment. Saturday delivery or counterto-counter shipping may be available for additional charge.
Mare Owner is responsible for returning shipping containers to Stallion Agent. Mare Owner is
responsible for lost or damaged containers. Mare owner will return container to Stallion Agent in a
timely fashion and agrees that containers not received within 14 days of receipt of shipment may be
charged as lost.
Collection and shipping fees must be paid in advance of each shipment. The second 25% of the
breeding fee must be paid and cleared in full prior to first shipment. Mare Owner agrees to pay the last
50% of the breeding fee within 30 days of the MARE’s 90 day pregnancy check.
LIVE FOAL GUARANTEE:

The breeding includes a LIVE FOAL guarantee. This contract defines a LIVE FOAL as one which
lives for 48 hours and which stands and nurses without assistance.
If MARE fails to conceive or fails to produce a LIVE FOAL, this agreement allows Mare Owner a rebreed only during the initial or following breeding season (re-breed period).
If MARE should die during re-breed period without producing a LIVE FOAL, Mare Owner may
substitute a different MARE. In such a case, Mare Owner agrees to notify Stallion Agent in writing
with details of substitute MARE and veterinarian death certificate for original MARE.
Aside from death of MARE, substitutes for MARE are not permissible without written approval from
Stallion Agent.
In order for re-breed right and LIFE FOAL guarantee to apply, Mare Owner agrees notify Stallion
Agent of intent to exercise re-breed right
• within 14 days of death of foal, death of mare or loss of pregnancy
• in the case of failure to conceive, at the end of breeding season (but no later than end of
calendar year).
LIMITATIONS:
All FEES are non-refundable.
Should the STALLION become unavailable for any reason, including but not limited to death, sale or
medical unsuitability, Mare Owner may substitute another stallion owned by Stallion Agent, if such is
available.
Mare Owner agrees that Stallion Agent has right to show or promote STALLION, during which time
semen for STALLION may not be available.
This agreement is non-transferable, unless written approval transfer given by Stallion Agent.
Any disputes regarding this agreement will be adjudicated in North Carolina.
This agreement is separable to the extent allowed by law.
This agreement is complete and supersedes any prior agreement(s) pertaining to breeding MARE to
STALLION for the listed season.

Stallion Agent: _____________________________________________________ Date: ___________

Mare Owner: ______________________________________________________ Date: ___________

